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Opening this handsome book at what I assumed, from the cover, would be its front page, I found myself looking 
at the last page of the index, upside-down; and was at once worried on behalf of Liverpool University Press in 
case the entire print-run had been created in this (presumably) unsaleable form.1 
 I was next alerted to what might lie ahead when I saw the epigraph: 
 

—  I own my partiality for Spirit. — 

Byron, ‘Detached Thoughts’ 
 

 And thinking, “that phrase has been taken out of context”, checked Detached Thought 98, and found: 
 

I have often been inclined to Materialism in philosophy but could never bear its introduction into 
Christianity, which appears to me essentially founded upon the Soul. For this reason, Priestley’s 
Christian Materialism always struck me as deadly. Believe the resurrection of the body, if you will, but 
not without a Soul. The devil’s in it, if, after having had a Soul (as surely the Mind, or whatever you 
call it, is) in this world, we must part with it in the next, even for an Immortal Materiality. I own my 
partiality for Spirit. 

.  
 What Byron writes is much more complex than his last sentence. His opening, “I have often been inclined 
to Materialism in philosophy” (my italics), which is a statement of his inability, or refusal, to make up his mind, 
balances and partially contradicts his ending. 
 Next I read the first paragraph of the editorial introduction, containing  
 

What is to be gained by focussing attention on the spectral, the spiritual, and the supernatural in the 
work of this worldly and sceptical poet? 
 

 … and thought, ‘“spectral”, “spiritual”, and “supernatural”‘ are three loose words, meaning different 
things – and why doesn’t he go the whole hog, and include “religious faith”?’ Is he shy of nailing his colours to 
the mast? Is the book going to be about Byron and religion (a challenging topic), or just Byron and spooks (an 
easy topic)? He intends, he says, “to explain why ghosts are of interest in this postmodern world”, and my heart 
sank, for only university academics think in terms of a “postmodern world” – a phrase the significance of which 
they’re never quite able to define. No normal people think they’re in a “post-modern world”: a post 9/11 world, 
perhaps: but I find academics’ eyes glaze over if you talk about that. 
 Turning the page my heart sank further when I read a big paragraph summoning up – calling from the 
vasty deep – the following spooks: Lacan, Abraham and Torok, Žižek, Foucault, Levinas, Hélène Cixous, 
Vilashini Cooppan, Judith Butler, Carla Freccero, and Julian Wolfreys. To amass such a regiment of theoreticians 
at your side before you’ve even started your argument is a sign, firstly of your insecurity, secondly of your urge 
to blind the reader with names which mean nothing to them … and thirdly (if experience is anything to go by), 
a cover for the fact that you won’t know what you’re talking about. In fact it’s a ritual genuflection to an inert 
convention which Eng. Lit. academics (a cowed and terrified crew) haven’t yet had the nerve to discard. 
 Having noted a bit about “The extraordinary beauty of the creation sequence in Terrance Malick’s Tree 

of Life” – his name’s Terrence, and Tree of Life is one of the most pretentious films of recent years – I found this 
self-collapsing sentence, the end of which forgets the beginning: 
 

The characteristic postmodern gesture thus advertises itself as provisional, relative, subjective and 
contingent – typically articulated by way of an arch foregrounding of its own constitutive performance – 
all of which in turn bespeak a hermeneutic or epistemological weakening, described by Gianni Vattimo as 
‘pensiero debole’ and by John Caputo as ‘spectral hermeneutics’. 
 

 “Who”, I wondered, “cares what ‘The characteristic postmodern gesture’ ‘advertises itself as’? We want 
to read about Byron!” Why are people so scared at not having a theory (or in this case, an anti-theory theory) at 
their back? I’ve learnt to read “post-modernism” as meaning “formless, without style, patchy, factually 
inaccurate, done without conviction” (which I think is what he means): so by this time it wasn’t clear to me that 
I wanted to continue. Nothing’s sadder than an academic writing exclusively for academics. Was the book going 
to be just an inert series of “postmodern gestures” analysing other people’s “postmodern gestures”? 

                                                 
1: I’m assured it isn’t, and that my copy will be a collector’s item in years to come. 



 
But I did continue, and at once was relieved to find a wide-ranging, jargon-free paper by Bernard Beatty on 
Byron’s supernatural, which, however, having made an obvious but necessary distinction between ghosts and 
spirits at the top of page 31, then confuses the two at the bottom of page 31 by saying that ghosts are summoned, 
and spirits imply a moral order. Surely Hamlet’s father’s ghost is not summoned, and neither is Banquo’s – they 
come of their own accord? And surely they both imply a moral order? Surely Lady Macbeth summons spirits? 
Likewise, Sardanapalus doesn’t summon the ghost of Semiramis – she appears to him in a nightmare: and Anah 
does summon her Seraph / spirit? However, on the plus side, Beatty quotes no theoreticians at all – why, it seems 
as though he trusts his own judgement! 
 
Mary Hurst offers an excellent paper on Byron’s ennui, relating it to early church fathers, Robert Burton, Edward 
Young, and comments by Hazlitt and Jeffrey. She distinguishes ennui from melancholy (a medical condition) 
and acedia (a spiritual condition). Acedia is what Gerard Manley Hopkins suffered: 
 
  Thou art indeed just, Lord, if I contend 

  With thee; but, sir, so what I plead is just. 
  Why do sinners' ways prosper? and why must 
  Disappointment all I endeavour end?  
 
A later paper by Philip Shaw has references to Žižek on the first couple of pages, but soon puts him aside in a 
sensitive analysis of Byron’s seeming apprehension of the divine, and the hesitant way in which he articulates it 
– even to the Catholic Thomas Moore. 
 
Dale Townsend – evoking numerous shades, from Marx and Derrida to Susan Wolfson, Peter Cochran, and even 
someone called Colin Davis (I don’t normally associate him with Byron, though he used to conduct a mean 
Harold en Italie)2 – uncovers so many spectres in Byron that one starts to see them as constructed-in, until, with 
“Grim reader!” in Don Juan, we realise that the joke is on us. The idea that Byron is himself a spectral presence 
in his own work, concealing himself behind other spectres like Quevedo and Junius in The Vision of Judgment 
(so spelled throughout the book, thus imposing a spectral orthography over Byron’s preferred Vision of 

Judgement) is compounded by the accusation that we, his readers, are ghosts too – a point which Townsend 
sidesteps (p.114). The idea that Byron was by instinct a puller of wool over his associates’ and readers’ eyes 
cannot be countenanced. Spectrality, spirituality, and supernaturalism, if they are jokes, are very serious ones – 
look at all the jokes made against Macbeth. 
 
Moving forward, I found a paper by Piya-Pal Lapinski which reversed the good impression Beatty’s paper had 
made, firstly by summoning-up Lacan, Žižek, and someone called Alenka Zupančič, and – starting with a theory 
(that the Marquis de Sade is Byron’s “spectral other”: which he certainly isn’t) and then, quoting, of all people, 
Benita Eisler,3 asserts that “Annabella used the discovery of Justine to demonize Byron and accuse him of 
insanity”. The writer can give no evidence for this – there being none.4 All we have about Byron and de Sade is 
this, from Hobhouse: 
 

 Lady Melbourne is in a fright. She is sure that Lady Byron has seen some of her letters 
to Lord Byron, for Caroline Lamb has quoted some passages to her, so that Caroline Lamb 
must be the worthy associate of her Ladyship ... I think she may have looked at the letters 
without their having been shown to her, for I know she looked at a trunk in which Byron kept 
his black drop and Justine5 – Mrs Leigh confessed this.6 

 
 The paper, having thus failed to establish its credentials, continues with an attempted Sadean analysis of 
Childe Harold IV, containing such wonderful things as 
 

Marino Faliero’s execution is transformed into an aesthetic artefact, which becomes the site of the 
signification of a double beheading: the historical one and the one endlessly repeating itself on the walls of 
the palace (p.133). 

                                                 
2: It’s a different Colin Davis. 
3 Eisler’s biography is rubbished by Peter Allender on pp.220-1. 
4 Eisler was refuted at the time by Derek Wise and Anne Fleming. 
5
: His drugs, and the Marquis de Sade’s notorious novel Justine (1791). H. may have obtained the novel in Paris – see 19 May 

1815. For “Black Drop”, see Don Juan IX 67, 5. It was made from opium and vinegar, with added spices. 
6
: BL Add. Mss. 47232, diary entry for Friday April 26th 1816. 



 
 .. which seems to mean (a) that if you could clean away the veil over Faliero’s portrait, you’d find that it 
depicted him with his head severed and (b) that all the remaining Doges pictured around the walls had their heads 
removed too. This paper shows the unwisdom of beginning with a theory, and then selecting / racking your 
evidence to fit it. It won’t do in science, and won’t do in literary criticism. Half of its thirteen pages are in any 
case not about Byron’s poem at all. 
 This essay tries to fit the book’s theme by asserting that violence is spectral: “Violence compulsively 
returns to materiality to signify itself, but its signs are never fully embodied” (p.143). Justine is quoted – de Sade 
is quoted – for the first and only time, in a piece entitled Byron avec Sade – to the same effect. The Dying 
Gladiator, “Butchered to make a Roman holiday”, would be consoled by the knowledge that the signs of the 
violence killing him aren’t fully embodied in his killing. In the same way, if I punch someone on the nose, and 
he yells, his nose bleeds, he has to go to hospital and I have a split knuckle, these Signs still remain inadequate 
embodiments of Violence, the Spectre. 
 The essay illuminates Childe Harold IV hardly at all. One can, however, see why this editor admires it, 
for it quotes not just Lacan, Žižek, and Zupančič, but also Mario Praz, Geoffrey Wall, Joshua D. Gonsalves, 
Benita Eisler, Pierre Saint-Armand, Walter Benjamin, Derrida, Marcel Hénaff, Giorgio Agamben, and Paul 
Elledge. Some of these are, I’m sure, highly respectable – but the uncontrollable urge to quote them all the time 
really does get between the writer and her supposed subject. 
 If there is a spectre in Childe Harold IV it is Byron himself, for whom the whole work is a pose, a smoke-
screen camouflaging the truth, from the very opening (you can see very little of Venice “on” – should be “in” – 
the Bridge of Sighs) to the hectoring St Peter’s stanzas (“Then pause, and be enlightened”). It must have been 
with a sense of relief that he turned so suddenly from it to Beppo. 
 
Alison Milbank’s essay on The Explained Supernatural argues that Don Juan’s final canto is in contention with 
the famous novels of Ann Radcliffe in that the ghosts are not safely explained-away. She argues for Byron’s 
reading of Schiller’s Der Geisterseher as an intermediate text. Now the only Radcliffe novel in the book sale 
catalogues is The Italian, and the only reference to Radcliffe in all the letters is a patronising joke to Augusta 
(BLJ V 145); but Byron enjoyed covering his tracks. The essay convinces until its final pages, when the 
introduction of Aurora Raby and the statue of the Virgin as healers and mediators – as divine explicators of the 
conundrum – is only achieved with a break in the flow. 
 
Going back to the front, as it were, I found another paper by the editor, and, forewarned by now, looked for 
another post-modern, self-collapsing sentence. Here’s a really good one: 
 

What I mean by this is that what is conventionally known as ‘pathetic fallacy’ may in some cases turn 
out to be neither pathetic nor fallacious: for if the poet’s animistic description of nature represents an 
attempt to signify a sense of presence or personhood that exceeds and yet is mediated by means of the 
material – which, against the ‘bar’ of reason, the poem posits as a considered possibility – then such 
descriptions will cease to be a passionate ‘poetic’ confusion and may instead be seen as a literary 
fashioning of ‘icons’, which endeavour by means of non-naturalistic figurations to gesture towards that 
which is beyond representation (p.57). 
 

 I hope it’ll be agreed that, by the time you come to the end of this, you’ve forgotten the start. 
 
To turn from this essay to Peter Graham’s on The Haunting of Don Juan is to go through a time-warp, for Graham 
writes in elegant English, quotes no theoreticians, relies (like Bernard Beatty) on his own judgement, and keeps 
his eye firmly on the text throughout: qualities which, it seems, from evidence elsewhere, are in danger of 
extinction. Elegant style is not post-modern. “Byron can haunt the lost dominion that haunts him [Newstead / 

Norman Abbey] precisely because he wields the pen as well as wearing the coronet. His power, like 
Shakespeare’s and unlike Macbeth’s, is imaginative rather than material” (p.189). The book is worth buying for 
this piece, and for Bernard Beatty’s. 
 
It was at this point, reading the notes, that I realised that part of the book (at least) was aimed at me! Note 27 on 
p.77 reads 
 

On this point, I disagree with Peter Cochran, who is determined, in spite of the evidence, to present 
Byron’s poetry as a thoroughly disenchanted sphere, devoid of sacramental intimations. Contrasting 
Byron’s description of nature with that of Gerard Manley Hopkins, he writes, ‘No matter how shéerly 
Byron plóds, his plough down sillion never shines’. (‘Byron, Body and Soul’, in Byron and Women 



(and Men),7 ed. Peter Cochran (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2010), p.201.) 
In what follows, I hope to show the illegitimacy of his ‘never’. 

 
 Notice: “sacramental intimations”. Does he, by “sacramental”, mean “spectral”, “spiritual”, or 
“supernatural”? I’m not denying that Byron was good at ghosts. “Sacramental” implies faith, which needs no 
evidence, or minimal evidence; ‘“spectral”, “spiritual”, and “supernatural” all involve evidence of some sort, 
and don’t necessarily carry “sacramental intimations” at all. He hasn’t defined his terms. God is not a spook – 
although for Hopkins he was, too often, an absence – an absence implying a presence: 
 
 No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief, 
 More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 
 Comforter, where, where is your comforting? 
 Mary, mother of us, where is your relief? 
 My cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief 
 Woe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince and sing   ̵
 
 Then lull, then leave off. Fury had shrieked “No ling- 
 Ering! Let me be fell: force I must be brief.” 
 
 When God appears in Hopkins, he’s not spectral, for you have no doubts about Him. Here is the poem 
from which I quoted: 

THE WINDHOVER 
To Christ our Lord 

 
I caught this morning morning’s minion, king- 
dom of daylight’s dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon, in his riding 
Of the rolling level underneath him steady air, and striding 
High there, how he rung upon the rein of a wimpling wing 
In his ecstasy! then off, off forth on swing, 
As a skate’s heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bend: the hurl and gliding 
Rebuffed the big wind. My heart in hiding 
Stirred for a bird, – the achieve of, the mastery of the thing. 
 

 

Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here 
Buckle! AND the fire that breaks from thee then, a billion 
Times told lovelier, more dangerous, O my chevalier!  
 
No wonder of it: shéer plód makes plough down sillion 
Shine, and blue-bleak embers, ah my dear, 
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-vermilion. 

 

  

 
 Byron would (or would he?) have envied such faith – enabling Hopkins to use birds, skating, ploughing 
and poking the fire as natural metaphors for God’s presence. He never could express anything like it himself. 
Birds, he writes about: skating, ploughing, and poking the fire, never. The idea that any of them could be used 
as metaphors for Christ would startle him. He was never that interested in Christ. I think he saw Christ as a threat. 
 Gavin Hopps is taking issue with passages of mine such as this: 
 

Nadir Shah is dragged into Don Juan partly at the behest of the rhyme; but he – and his medical problem 
[duodenal ulcers] – fit in well with at least one theme of the poem, namely the dependence of our 
emotions, and thus of our fates, upon our bodily functions. Compare Juan’s own nausea, at II sts.18-
23, which interrupts his lament for Julia: or Potemkin’s death from indigestion, at VII sts.36-7. The 
word costive has a secondary meaning, which is “verbally hesitant or inarticulate”; Nadir Shah’s 
problem would in this context associate readily with Castlereagh’s – see canto V, Byron’s own note to 
l.695, or canto IX, references in sts.49-50; or with the poet – canto IX, l.282. Words and turds are often 
associated in Byron’s mind: his nickname for Wordsworth needs no repetition. References to Keats’s 
“p– ss a bed” work as “the Onanism of Poetry” further equate bad verses with inappropriate bodily 
excrescence. (Byron and Women [and Men], p.188). 
 

 It was hard not to compare my style with his, and, digging around, I found yet another of his Wagnerian 
periods: 

 

                                                 
7: Should be “[and Men]”. 



If this contrastive reading is substantially correct, it suggests a modification of the dominant conception 
of Byron’s anti-Romanticism; for while this is conventionally seen as a matter of irony, nihilism and a 
worldliness of materialism that contrasts with the visionary supernaturalism of Wordsworth and 
Coleridge, the foregoing comparison of moments of vision in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage with those 
on which it is allegedly based – which exhibit a drift away from a knowable, nameable transcendence 
towards the ‘white radiance’ of an anonymous sublime – suggests that Byron’s anti-Romanticism may 
in part, paradoxically in spite of his scepticism, be a matter of more orthodox religious inclinations 
(p.65). 
 

 Admittedly I’m writing about constipation and excrement in Don Juan, which is much easier to about 
than transcendent spirituality in Childe Harold. Still, the editor should have encouraged him to write in shorter 
sentences: but he is the editor. 
 Is he trying to deny that Byron is in conflict with Wordsworth? 
 It’s when we examine the fuller implications of “sacramental” that the book disintegrates. For Byron 
steered clear of sacramental events all his life: perhaps because they demanded his playing a role in public, and 
that would involve admitting that he was real. He believed in confession, but as an end in itself, not as a route to 
repentance and atonement (see Larry H. Peer, The Strategy of Byronic Confession Revisited, in Bachinger, Katrina 
(ed.) Byronic Negotiations, Berlin 2002). He refused to attend his own mother’s funeral; he was absent from his 
own twenty-first birthday party; he “corpsed”, as actors say, during his own wedding; he hung out mourning on 
the death of his mother-in-law, but as a travesty – for he was delighted at her dying. It was fatal to have him as 
Best Man, or as godfather to your child. There’s even a remote chance that he wasn’t there at his own funeral: see 
the consensus between Hobhouse and Augusta (recorded in Hobhouse’s diary) that the body didn’t look anything 
like him. Where Shakespeare dramatizes weddings and funerals constantly (there’s even a baptism at the end of 
Henry VIII); Byron never does so.  
 

The book’s final essay, by Corin Throsby, is about flirtation, and has on its first page 
 
If we take Adam Philips’ definition of flirtation as ‘the (consciously or unconsciously) calculated 
production of uncertainty’… 

  
 Once again we see the need to get a theoretician on your side, no matter how simple your point. Why not 
just say, “flirtation is the calculated production of uncertainty”? Would you write … 
 

“Lacan, Abraham and Torok, Žižek, Foucault, Levinas, and Hélèna Cixou all agree that verse is different 
from prose”? 

 
 … and expect the reader’s confidence in you to be boosted? 
 The essay is an excellent analysis of Byron’s habit of being mysterious and tantalizing: but has nothing 
to do with the ‘“spectral”, “spiritual”, or “supernatural”‘. Byron “(consciously or unconsciously)”, plays at being 
mysterious in both poetry and correspondence – it’s a habit, summed up by Hobhouse and Augusta thus after his 
death: 

 Mrs Leigh and I, talking over Lord Byron, agreed that his principal failing was a wish to mystify 
those persons with whom he lived, especially if they were in an inferior condition and of inferior 
intellect to himself – also to make them instruments for indulging any whim of his of the moment – 
hence his corresponding in such terms with Murray the bookseller – he knew Murray would show his 
letters about – hence his giving the memoirs to Tom Moore – Mrs Leigh said this was a family failing.8 
 

 The book terminates with a postlude by Peter Allender centring on Byron’s biographers. Fiona 
MacCarthy, we learn, was “plagued by a succession of accidents and illnesses” during the eight years her book 
took to write; she felt “threatened by Byron’s ghost” as she worked away in 50 Albemarle Street (p.219). The 
same seems not to have happened to Benita Eisler, still less to the forgotten Phyllis Grosskurth. 
 I was reminded by this of a startling statement made by Larry H. Peer (cited above) at the 1995 Salzburg 
conference. Having described Byron’s singular attitude to confession as an end in itself, not needing repentance, 
still less atonement, as follow-ups, he cast his prepared talk aside and said how this should make us worry about 
the state of Byron’s immortal soul. “But,” he concluded (still off-script), “it doesn’t really matter because … 
because … he isn’t dead, is he?” 
 Thirty-odd backbones stiffened in horror as we realised that Byron was Still Among Us – there, in that 
room. 
 

                                                 
8: Hobhouse diary, Thursday May 27th 1824, B.L.Add.Mss. 56548. 


